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Introduction 

I don’t know if you have every begun an enterprise or joined something 
and then realized that it wasn’t at all what you had thought it would be. 

Or if you had begun something and found it was much more than you had 
expected.  Six years on from the Brexit vote we are still hearing people 

say, ’But that’s not what we thought it would be like’, and I often find 

people resigning from  things they have offered to do saying, ‘I’m sorry  
don’t have time, I didn’t think it would be like that’ 

 
One of the things that Jesus was always clear about was that his followers 

should understand the consequences of following him. He didn't offer 
quick rewards or easy profits. He asked people to follow him and told 

them how tough it would be. 
 

In our Gospel reading we see the complexities of following Jesus. Chapter 
nine of Luke's gospel marks a turning point in Jesus' ministry. He sends 

out his followers to begin to exercise his ministry in the surrounding 
communities and his followers begin to learn to preach the gospel and 

bring healing and release to people. He asks his followers to say who they 
think he is and Peter tells him he believes him to be God's Messiah, the 

promised savior.  

 
After that Jesus begins to teach them what his Messiahship means, how 

he is going to suffer and die  and In verse 23 he tells them, "Whoever 
wants to be my disciple must deny themselves and take up their cross 

daily and follow me.. Jesus wants them to be absolutely clear about the 
consequences of any choice they make. Jesus then takes Peter, James 

and John to a mountain top where his glory is revealed to them and again 
predicts that he will suffer and die. 

 
In verse 51 we read, "As the time approached for his to be taken up to 

heaven Jesus resolutely set out for Jerusalem and he sent messengers on 
ahead to get things ready for him". We see here what it cost Jesus to 

rescue us. His was a determined act of will. He knew it wasn't going to be 
easy but he resolutely set out. We are told that when he came to a 

certain Samaritan village the people didn't welcome him because of the 

course he had chosen to take. They did not support his choice and the 
disciples wanted to call down fire from heaven to punish them. 

 
This was not Jesus' way and he simply continued on his journey going 

elsewhere. But here we see that immediately he made his intentions 
public he begins to meet opposition and difficulty. We then see the 

reactions of those he called to follow him. 
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One man immediately promised, "I will follow you wherever you go." But 

Jesus made it clear that that would not be easy because in following Jesus 
he was forfeiting his earthly home and ties. Another man responded to 

Jesus' invitation to follow him with hesitation, "Lord, let me first go and 
bury my father."  He wanted to complete his human obligations but Jesus 

wanted him to know that the work he had to do was urgent and getting 

entangled in his family business would distract him from the business of 
preaching the gospel. Another man wanted to go home and say farewell 

before he went with Jesus and Jesus makes the point that once we have 
made a decision to follow Jesus we can't look back. 

 
Jesus asks us to come with him. He will be our companion on the 

journey. Christianity isn't something we do on our own, or something we 
just believe. It is about a friendship with Jesus Christ. It is about getting 

to know him, and loving him, and learning form him, and letting him 
share in everything that concerns us - the good things and the bad. It is 

in this friendship that it becomes possible to carry our own crosses 
alongside him.  

 
So what does Jesus tell us that going with him involves? 

 

1) We must forget ourselves. 
"Oh dear" we might think. "I don't want to forget about myself - I like 

thinking about myself. I like myself, and besides, if I don't think about 
myself no one else will!" There is, of course, nothing wrong with thinking 

about ourselves or caring for ourselves. But we do spend a lot of time and 
energy doing it. Thinking about our comforts; food, clothes, sleep. 

Thinking about what we look like, worrying about what other people think 
of us. 'Does she like me?, does he think I am silly?, I wonder if anybody 

noticed me do that?, Did I do it right? And often when we do think about 
other people it is often only in the way that they relate to us and our 

interests. Not because we are deeply concerned for them or interested in 
them. 

 
Jesus says that we need to forget about ourselves and our needs and just 

concentrate on going with him, getting to know him and finding out what 

he wants us to do. One of the wonderful things about being a Christian is 
that we don't need to feel insecure. Jesus loves us and accepts us as we 

are, after all that is how he has created us. He knows all about our 
shortcomings but he still loves us so much that he was prepared to die for 

us. 
 

Jesus knows what we are like and he knows what our needs are. But he 
wants us to forget about ourselves and learn to love him and try to please 

him. It's an interesting thing but the more we are able to forget about 
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ourselves the easier it is to concentrate on him and go the way he wants 

us to go. It's a bit like riding a bicycle. How many people here can ride a 
bike? Then you'll know what I'm talking about. When you first learn to 

ride you are too busy thinking about what your feet are doing and trying 
to balance to concentrate on looking where you are going. We've all seen 

children learning to ride, looking down and wobbling and riding into 

things. I have a scar here because I rode into a lamp post. I wasn't 
looking where I was going. I was too busy thinking about what I was 

doing. 
 

We have to forget about ourselves, stop worrying about our own needs 
and concentrate on Jesus. This will inevitably mean that there are times 

when we have to do things we don't want to, when we have to put others 
first. But the more we get to know Jesus and the more we learn to love 

him the more we will want to please him and the easier it will be. 
 

A missionary society wrote to David Livingstone and asked, "Have you 
found a good road to where you are?; If so, we want to know how to send 

other men to join you." Livingstone wrote back, "If you have men who will 
come only if they know there is a good road, I don't want them. I want 

men who will come if there is no road at all."  

 
So if we want to go with Jesus we must forget ourselves and then… 

 
2) We must take up our cross daily 

You have probably heard the story of the little girl who had a teddy bear 
that looked a bit like this one. Show picture. She called it gladly and when 

asked why explained that it came from the line in a hymn , "Gladly my 
cross eyed bear".   We laugh at misunderstandings like that but I think 

that sometimes we do misunderstand what it means for us to bear our 
cross or take up our cross daily. We often have a warped idea of God and 

what he expects of us. A feeling that if anything is fun or enjoyable it 
surely can't be what God wants for us. After all Jesus did tell us that we 

must deny ourselves and take up our cross daily …… so we mustn't expect 
life to be fun! Must we? We must expect it to be all grim toil. Sometimes 

we reject good things because they don't fit in with our idea of Christian 

discipleship. 
 

We miss so much when we look at life like that. Jesus could never be 
described as a Kill Joy. He suffered a great deal and his life was never 

easy but he did enjoy life  and seemed to have a lot of fun; he went to 
parties and weddings and picnics; He went fishing and out  for a drink 

with his friends - he even told jokes in his sermons … though his were 
better than mine. 
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When Jesus told his disciples that they must take up their cross daily he 

was warning them that it wouldn't always be easy to follow him: that in 
the same way that people rejected him they would reject his followers. 

There would be times when they had to make difficult decisions about 
whether they would have to put their families, jobs or interests first or 

whether they should obey him. Living a Christian life in a world that 

rejects Christian values always causes tension and stress - sometimes it 
can be very painful. When Jesus called his disciples to follow him they had 

to be willing to walk his way, and his way was the way of the cross. They 
must share, not only in the joy and the fun, but in the pain as well. We 

need to be prepared to encounter difficulties but they will never be more 
than we can bear. 

 
The third that Jesus tells us about going with him is that 

 
3)We must follow him. 

It sounds obvious doesn't it! But in fact it is quite important. Just because 
we think of ourselves as Christians  it doesn't necessarily mean that we 

are following him. We may well be regular church goers, PCC members, 
go to Bible study groups, make the coffee, be sidesmen, read the Bible in 

services, even pray yet not be following Jesus. 

 
Following Jesus is about obeying him, checking to make sure that the 

things we are doing please him; reading the Bible to see how we should 
behave - as in our first reading which clearly tells us about living as 

Christians, and behaviours and attitudes that hurt God. We need to do 
what it tells us, not part of what it says, or roughly what it says but taking 

God's word as our benchmark. In order for God to use us we need to be 
willing and obedient. 

 
I wonder, has anyone ever suddenly found themselves walking across a 

bog? What happened?  Life can be like a bog. While we stick to the path 
we are alright, but if we wander off it we get stuck and begin to sink. 

Jesus knows the path that he wants us to take and if we follow him we 
won't get stuck. We need to be obedient to him and listen to him. Jesus 

asks us to go with him. He knows it won't always be easy but he will go 

with us. So we can say, "It doesn't matter if I feel useless. He will show 
me what to do and will give me what I need to do it." 

This passage  speaks to anyone who  wants to serve God. It applies to all 
of us. We need to ask ourselves:  

Do we forget ourselves in order to follow Jesus? 
Are we meeting with the daily challenges of being Christians? 

Are we following Jesus? 
 

Read Butt Prints in the sand from Bucket of surprises  page 43 


